Recommended Restaurants and Bars:

There are plenty of restaurants, bars and cafes in Heidelberg, especially in the old town. Find below a selection of our personal favorites. There are many more ….

Restaurants:

Cafe Extrablatt (Hauptstraße 53)
full meals or snacks, large groups fitting, decent prices

HANS IM GLÜCK (Hauptstraße 187)
Burger restaurant, good vegetarian options

zur Herrenmühle (Hauptstraße 239)
full food restaurant, fancy, but very good food

Adelitas (Hauptstraße 162)
Mexican Restaurant, large groups fitting, special daily offers

Schnookenloch (Haspelgasse 8)
oldest students restaurant of Heidelberg, very nice atmosphere, piano, a bit historic/touristic, very good local food, nice “Biergarten”

Essighaus (Plöck 97)
one of the oldest restaurants in the city, very good mainly german food, large portion for good prices, in a side street and thus not so frequented by tourists, nice “Biergarten”

Schnitzelbank (Bauamtsgasse 7)
traditional German, snacks and full meals, only for small groups

Vetters (Steingasse 9)
traditional German and especially bavarian food, suitable for larger groups, brewery, full meals or snacks, good prices, possiblity to vistit part of the brewery

Kulturbrauerei (Leyergasse 6)
traditional German food, regional specialities, suitable for larger goups, brewery, full meals, good prices, “Biergarten”

Qube Hotel Restaurant (Bergheimer Str 74)
full food restaurant, modern style, prices on the high side

La Vite (Bergheimerstraße 23)
excellent italian restaurants, decent prices

Bay Jok (Bergheimerstraße 137)
Thai cuisine restaurant, modern ambience, fancy, more on the expensive side, reservation recommended

mahmoud's (Bergheimer Str. 47 or Merianstraße 3; 2 stores)
Syrian restaurant, good vegetarian option, decent prices

Sakura (Bergheimer Str. 7)
Sushi restaurant, decent prices
Bars:

Cafe Rossi (Rohrbacher Str. 4)
colonial style coffee and cake house, decent prices, terasse to sit outside

Sonder Bar [Pinte] (Untere Str. 13)
Rock music bar, large Absinthe selection, decent beer prices

Destille (Untere Str. 16)
Classical bar with famous Heidelberg melon schnapps, decent prices

Bent Bar (Leyergasse 2)
Small bar with relaxed atmosphere, cocktails, expensive

P11 Cafe Bar (Bahnhofstrasse 63)
inside and outside hipster bar with snacks and huge variety of drinks, decent prices

MEDOCS (Sofienstraße 7B)
Bar, Snacks and late night food